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Dialogue Session Objectives:

• Give Summit attendees an opportunity to provide their feedback, insight, and questions regarding the topic of how the field can better support clinicians in the evolution toward alternative payment.

• Create a safe environment for audience members to ask questions and share experiences with the listeners as well as their fellow audience members.

Dialogue Session “Ground Rules”

• Audience members will be asked to share their thoughts/comments with the listeners for reactions and insights; Karen Adams (facilitator) will also ask questions of the audience to ask for their input and experiences.

• Audience members will be mindful of the limited time and keep questions brief in order to allow others the same opportunity.

• Listeners are not obligated to comment on all questions; in particular, listeners from CMS will not comment on open rulemaking items or any open policy related questions.
Now it’s Your Turn!

- How would you describe a successful APM? What are critical design steps? Implementation steps?
  ✓ To what extent would you say success or failure of an APM relates to the design itself, or to forces in the market or otherwise?

- What are the most effective way to create valuable partnerships between payers and providers to achieve the goals of alternative payment: improved patient outcomes, lower cost, and increased provider satisfaction

- If you have experience with designing and implementing alternative payment models, what elements would you say worked well to serve the clinical community and/or patients? What hasn’t worked?
  ✓ How would you change the path you took if you could re-do the process today?
Visit the LAN Website for our Resources

https://hcp-lan.org/
Exit Survey
We want to know what you think!

Please take a moment to complete the exit survey so we can continue to improve and enrich the LAN. Use the link in Guidebook for this session to provide us your feedback.
Contact Us
We want to hear from you!

www.hcp-lan.org

@Payment_Network

PaymentNetwork@mitre.org

Search: Health Care Payment Learning and Action Network
Thank You!

Partnering for the Future
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